**TECHNOLOGY PACKAGES FOR CLASSROOM PREFERENCES**

- **Tech Pkg – Internet Connection with Instructor PC** will look at all classrooms that have an instructor PC and internet.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/Doc Cam/DVD/Projector** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have a document camera, instructor PC, internet, DVD player and projector.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/Doc Cam/Blu-Ray/Dual Proj Screen** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have a document camera, instructor PC, internet, Blu-Ray player and dual projection.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/DVD/Projector** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have an instructor PC, internet, DVD player and projector.

- **Tech Pkg – Laptop Connect/Projector** will ONLY look at classrooms with a projector, internet and laptop connection. Choose this option if the instructor does not need an instructor PC.
  
  - Laptops connect through VGA. If an HDMI hookup is needed an adapter is required. For this there are three options 1) bring your own 2) purchase a cable or 3) request to borrow a cable

- **Tech – Computer Workstations – PC** - will look at rooms with PCs for each student.

- **Tech – Computer Workstations – MAC** - will look at SL G03 for MACs for each student (only available in 24 capacity).

Most instructional spaces have been equipped with audio-visual (AV) capability that will enable instructors to synchronously broadcast their classes to students. Technology set-ups will vary by classroom. For more information regarding the Classroom Models for Instructor Mobility go to the Classroom Tech Guide. If an instructor needs synchronous broadcast capability be sure to choose one of the Technology Packages below in the CPI:

- **Tech Pkg – Fixed Station**

- **Tech Pkg – Partial Mobility**

- **Tech Pkg – Extended Mobility**

**Please Note:** In the CPI you have the ability to choose one of the Technology Packages (Tech Pkg) in addition to Tech Pkg – Internet Connection with Instructor PC.